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Abstract. Different photoinitiators are investigated by femtosecond transient absorp-

tion spectroscopy and DFT calculations. Their initiation properties are critically governed
by competition between intersystem crossing, ﬂuorescence and internal conversion partly
taking place on comparable time scales. It is thereby shown that the S* lifetime cannot
serve as a measure for the photoinitiation efficiency.

1 Introduction and experimental
Photoinduced radical polymerization is a method with increasing importance due to promising applications including photocuring [1] and lithography [2–4]. A critical process is thereby the photoinduced
polymerization initiation by triplet photoinitiators. After photoexcitation into a singlet state (S*) they
perform intersystem crossing (ISC) into the triplet manifold, from where polymerization initiation can
take place [6]. In earlier studies we found strong hints for the overall efficiency of initiation being governed by the quantum efficiency of ISC within the photoinitiator [5, 6]. The aim of the present study is
to determine, whether there is a direct connection between S* lifetime and the efficiency of ISC, i.e.
the overall photoinitiation efficiency. Such a connection could provide a comparably easy-accessible
measure for the suitability of a triplet photoinitiator. For this purpose we comparatively investigated
two ”classical” photoinitiators, which are used e.g. for pulsed laser polymerization (PLP) [5] and two
photoinitiators specially suitable for stimulated emission depletion (STED) lithography [4, 7–9].
DETC and ITX were dissolved in ethanol, Bz, TMB and Me in methanol. All transient absorption
(TA) experiments were conducted with the same laser system [6, 8] using the output of a noncollinear
optical parametric ampliﬁer (NOPA), which was upconverted by a portion of the laser fundamental realizing pump pulses at 351 nm or by the second harmonic of the laser fundamental resulting in pump
pulses at 388 nm and the visible output of a second NOPA as probe pulses. For quantum chemical calculation the TURBOMOLE V6.3 program package [11] was employed. Geometry optimizations were
conducted with BP86/def2-SV(P), excitations were calculated with TDDFT/B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ.

2 Results and discussion
The four photoinitiators discussed in this section are ordered with respect to their S* lifetime. The
experimental absorption spectrum of Mesitil, the system with the shortest S* lifetime, is shown in
a
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Fig. 1. Transient absorption traces (dots) of (a) Mesitil and (b) Benzoin with global ﬁt analysis. Inserted are
the experimental absorption spectra in methanol together with calculated transitions to excited singlet and triplet
states. Additionally the MOs, which are relevant for description of the state excited by λ p , are depicted.
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Fig. 2. (a) Structure of DETC, (b) absorption and ﬂuorescence spectra and calculated singlet transitions, (c) transient absorption traces at several λ pr with global ﬁt analysis, (d) amplitudes of excited state absorption/stimulated
emission (SE/ESA) and triplet-triplet absorption (TTA) together with calculated triplet transitions from T1 .

Fig. 1 (a) together with calculated singlet and triplet excitations and TA traces. Excitation of the red
wing of the second absorption band can be assigned to population of S2 , which corresponds to a
LUMO+1←HOMO excitation (see the visualization of the MOs in Fig. 1 (a)). The initial decay of TA
traces can be assigned to the S2 lifetime of 0.2 ps [6]. Mesitil is observed to exhibit a considerably
lower photoinitiation efficiency than the structurally similar Benzoin (see below) [5]. ISC therefore
seems to be only a minor exit channel for S2 population. As can be estimated from the highly delocalized π-system and the calculated singlet excitations, the density of states and therefore the probability
for additional highly efficient deactivation channels via internal conversion (IC) is very high. Such
processes probably account for the majority of S2 population.
The main difference between the otherwise similar systems Benzoin and Mesitil is the sp3 carbon
atom between the aromatic rings in Benzoin isolating them efficiently from each other. This can be
seen in the nicely separated electron density of the HOMO and LUMO (see Fig. 1 (b)). For the S1
state, which was excited in the experiments (see experimental and calculated spectrum in Fig. 1 (b))
corresponding to a LUMO←HOMO transition, a triplet state very close in energy therefore can be
assumed, which is also retrieved by the calculations. Since ISC is crucially sensitive on the singlettriplet energy gap, it is therefore very fast. Thus, the S1 lifetime of 1.2 ps, which is observed in the TA
traces (see Fig. 1 (b)), is governed by ISC [6]. The comparison of Mesitil and Benzoin therefore yields
a growth in ISC efficiency with growing S* lifetime.
As can be seen from the absorption/ﬂuorescence spectra in Fig. 2 (b) and a considerable ﬂuorescence quantum yield (2.5 %) [9], the S1 lifetime of DETC (structure: Fig. 2 (a)) has to be signiﬁcantly
larger than in the ﬁrst two cases. From the TA traces in Fig. 2 (c) a value of 99 ps could be extracted.
Thus, the time scale of ISC, which accounts for the major part of the population, has to be also substantially larger than in the ﬁrst two examples. The spectrum of DETC shows typical properties of a
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Fig. 3. (a) Structure of ITX, (b) absorption and ﬂuorescence spectra and calculated singlet transitions, (c) transient
absorption traces at several λ pr with global ﬁt analysis, (d) amplitudes of excited state absorption/stimulated
emission (SE/ESA) and triplet-triplet absorption (TTA) together with calculated triplet transitions from T1 .

high-performance ﬂuorescence dye: an absorption band, which can be assigned to the S1 ←S0 transition, with a high extinction coefficient and therefore a strong radiative coupling between S1 and S0 .
The coincidence of an also highly efficient ISC channel however reduces the observed ﬂuorescence
quantum yield, which makes the molecule ideally suitable for stimulated emission depletion (STED)
lithography with a depletion laser at the easily accessible wavelength of 532 nm (see the excited state
absorption (ESA)/stimulated emission (SE) and triplet-triplet absorption (TTA) values extracted from
ﬁts in Fig. 2 (d)). Thus, compared to the ﬁrst two systems, ISC has to compete wih ﬂuorescence for S1
population. The high quantum efficiency is only maintained due to the absence of IC channels.
The intensity of the ﬁrst absorption band of ITX (see Fig. 3 (b), structure: Fig. 3 (a)), which can be
assigned to the S1 ←S0 transition, is somewhat in between the cases of DETC and Bz. Therefore only
weak ﬂuorescence would be expected. Surprisingly, ITX exhibits a ﬂuorescence quantum yield of 15
% [10]. Thus, any other channel competing for S1 population has to be rather inefficient. Accordingly,
the S1 lifetime extracted from the TA traces in Fig. 3 is 2.3 ns. Due to its high S1 lifetime, ITX would
be in principle more suitable for STED lithography than DETC. However, as can be seen from the
ESA/SE coefficients in Fig. 3 (d), at most depletion wavelengths the ESA probability is higher than
SE and SE depletion is not possible.
In summary, it is demonstrated with the help of four example systems that S* lifetime cannot
serve as a measure for the initiation efficiency of a triplet photoinitiator. In principle, ISC that is the
crucial process in the initiation reaction, can compete with IC on an ultrafast time scale as well as with
ﬂuorescence on a ns timescale. For an estimation of the ISC quantum efficiency, one has to identify
relevant competing processes.
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